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ABSTRACT
Research on teacher effectiveness addresses questions
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achievement gainsover one year. Short=term outcomesstudents'
.immediate responses to instructionare also important. Four,
categories of short-term student outcomes that may be observed by

,teachers are attention, initiative, suc%ess, and understanding.of how
and why.to do classroom work. For each category, research,hasC .
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basis. The second principle reflected un many of, the stiggestIohs s.
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: by arranging th classroom environment: to make attention and
rtiative_more likely and by teaching, Students how and when to

ptend, seek help, and apply certain strategies for dnderstanding
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Abstract.

Research on teacher effectiveness addresses questions
I

about how teachers bring about desirable student outcomes. Until

recently,,most research has focused on long-tefm outcomes, such as

achievement gains over a year's time. This article suggests that

short-term outcomes -- students' immediate responses to instruction-
-.

are also important. 'Four categories of short-term student outcomes

are deScribed that may be observed by teachers while insttuction

proceeds: attention, initiative, Isuccess, and,understanding of how

and why to do classroom Work. For each category, research is

reviewed and suggestions are made for teachers. Two principles

underlie

,

e suggestions: (1) teachers :mist remain aware of

student responses to instruction by creating frequent work contacts

with all students, and (2) teachers can help students learn how 't6

respond to instruction by the'ways that they arrange the classroom

environment and by' teaching' specific work skills.
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STUDENT RES,PONSES TO CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION

Linda M. Anderson

Educators have long been interested in the teacher-effectiveness

question: How do teachers bring about desirable student outcomes? In

the last decade, research on teaching has addressed this qtlestion through
°

naturalistic studies of classrooms, in whicifteacher behaviors were related

to students' achievement test scores, especially for the areas of reading

and math in the elementary grades. (For reviews of this-research, see

Brophy, -1979 and Good, 1979).4-

Such research has identified patterns of, teaching associated with

long-range goals like achievement test gains, but it provided little

information to aid teachers as they make the many d4-to-day, minute=

to-minute decisions that are necessary to keep a claslroom running. For

example, one of the most widely replicated findingq of the last decade of

research on teaching effectiveneSS has been that "time on task" is asso-
%

,

ciatedtrith.achievement gains. That is, the more time a student spends

actively engaged in tasks related to certain conten (and geared to an

appropriate level of difficulty), the more (s)he achieves on a 'test of

that content,(Denham & Dieberman 1980): This finding makes sense, as far
-"s

.a6 it goes. However, it does not Help a teachen decide how to increase °

time on task; it only emphasizes.thacthisis a-valuable goallpfor a

°

1
Linda ndersbn is'coordinator of the Student Responses to Classroom

,

Instruction PrBject and an assistant professor of student teaching and

professional development in the College of Ed cation, Michigan State Uni-

versity.

2The author wishes to thank colleagues who made, helpful comments on

the .paper: Charles Anderson, Jere Brophy, NanlBrtibaker, Jan Alleman-

Brooks, and Gerald Duffy.
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teacher who wishes to increase students' achievement on tests of basic

skills,

Researchers of teaching are aware of this shortcoming of much of

the early research, and recently have developed new ways to study beach-
-

ing effects that more clearly reflect the complexities of dailvelassrdom,

life. One new approach has focused on how teachers'' effects-are mediated

by students. --Po say that students are mediators of teaching effects means

c

that the responses and understanding of particular students will influence

the way that each one learns as a'restat of instruction. For example,

.several'students may watch a demonstration together, read the same passage,

or answer the question. For each student, new learning as a result

;4,1 of those experiences will occur in a unique way, depending on the student's

,background knpwledge and aptitude, effort attending to and retaining

the information, and understanding of objectives of the instruction,. In

recognition of this, several,reseafchers have argued for the need to, study

student variables, especially student mediating processes, in order to
. .

,

1 ,

understand, more about lidw teaching effects occur (Doyle,1979a; Rosenshine,
. . . ----,----.N.

1979; Winne & Marx,1977). This article examines one approach to the study

_

of,student mediation of instructional effects: a focus on students'

, immediate responses to instruction.,

This focus recognizes that teachers attend to both long-term and, /

'
sbort,term outcomes of` instruction. Long-term outcomes are reflected in

accumulated-kftoWleage- antskiils ac4Olred.oVer tithe--(e,g., at thp end of

the second grade the child-has learned to read)
(.

Short-term outcomes,
*k.

in contrast,-may be assessed as instruction pOceeds. These are the stu-.

; '"
,

dents' ,immediate. responses that indicate whether or not they are likely

1.
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to benefit from the instruction-are they attending to and understanding /

. ,

what theyLSee and hear? Teachers do attend to cues of apparent attention

and involvement, as demonstrated by research on teachers' thinking and

decision making during instruction (Clark & Yinger 19)9; Doyle 1979b).

However, until recently most research on teaching effectiveness did not

focus on these short-teim responses to instruction, but only on longer-

term achieVement. Thus, the research reported here reflects a current

movement toward the study of classroom phenomena that are meaningful to

teachers as they conduct the daily tasks of teaching.

In this article, four categories of immediate student responses

are.described that.may indicate to teachers whether and how students are

likely to lvarn from instruction. The four kinds of responses are

attention, initiative, success, and understanding of how and why to do

classroom work.

Some research has suggested ways that teachers can organize and pre-

sent instruc ion that facilitate these student responses; this research

is reviewed be and suggestions for teachers ate based on the research.

In cases where a kind of student response has not been studied. extensively,
,

suggestions for teachers are also made, but based on other cllsroom

. research that seems pertinent.

3

The .research described in this article has two implications for teachers.

" First, it suggests some important student responses to which teachers should

be sensitive as they teach.. Thus, it suggests what teachers shOuld rearm to

,--

"see" as they observe and interact with students. Secondly, this research

r -

suggest' "some ways that teachers may plan and conduct daily instruction

that encourage and sustain the immediate student responses that support

learning.
a.

°



DifferentrStudents. Drent Responses

As examples of the ways that immediate student responses determine

how much students learn from-instruction, consider these two vignettes

1° of classroom life-
.

4

'It is an early spring day in M. Johnston's firAt-grade class.

Ols'is teaching the Cookie Monster's Reading Group, which includes Kevin,
,

whois considered a low achiever in most academic areas. However, upon

observi,4 his reading group, a Person would not conclude that he was

having any.difficulties in school. He pays eager attention to the teacher,

who is conducting a'fairly rapid-paced lesson,in which the students sound

out new words. Kevin is successful whenever his turn comes, and he appears

to be pleased with himself when he figures out a brand new word. After

the -group lesson ends; he returns to his seatwhers he is to complete a

variety of seatwork assignments that were explained earlier in the morning.
)

. The teacher immediately begins anotlier reading group. .

4

st4

Once he is b4 at his seat, Kevin does not appear to be the atten-

Me, successful student he was a few moments before. He begins to day-

drearni.after writing a few words on his pape and.he accomplishes very

litleelse during the morning, Instead of resuming work, Kevin clears

out hisbdesk b:nd.begins to play with his erasers as if they were space-
.

ships. After several minutes, he.leans over to a friend and begins to

talk about the most recent episode ocThe Incredible Hulk. When the

teach6rcalls his name, he straightens up, writes one moreword on hii

paper, and then resumes the eraser play.

Across the hail, another first.-gradertea.cherNS.:Simpson, leads a

'
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whole- class' discussion as the students compose their daily "newspaper."

As Ms. Simpson calls for contributions,.MelanielwOves her hand, excitedly

describes an occurrence at her home, and then listens attentively as.the

next student speaks. When the teacher finishes writing the newspaper,

she has the class read it in Unison, and then calls for individual volityz,

teers to read it. Melanie participates in thechoral readikg and,volun-

teers to read it by herself%

1

She reads smoothly and correctly. Two words

iethe story were new, but she calls them correctly after hearing them.

. introduced affew minutes before. The teacher asks the class if they can

identify the compound word, sand: Melanie eagerly 'waves her hand, is called

on, and answers correctly.

Meanwhile, Stacy, another siudet in the room; has paid little atten-0,

tion to the composition 6f\the newspaper. While other students were talk-

ing and the teacher i.Jas*wrAing their suggestions, Stacy was trying to tie .

her shoe or was licking her finger to clean marks off the t400fOr desk.

She seldom looked at the board. When the teacher called for the choral'

red4ing, Stacy said some of the words, especially for the first two lines

that followed a standard format leach day,,ilowever, she stoppedpartici-

pating then the less familiar words were reached. She did not volunteer,

to read the newspaper herself; and when other students read it she fUrned

to Zook at theM rather than at the board. As the teacher asked about the

compound word, Stacy qUietly called out an answer thatwop not-correct,

but the teacherdid not hear this-and thus did not comment. AS Melanie

was supplying the correct an' swer, _Stacy ,did not appear to 'listen as she

opened:her drawer and began to pull out items in search of her pencil.

9
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Both vignettes of classroom life are based on actual observations

that were designed to highlight individual student's response's to ins'truc-

) tion.
3

, 'In the first vignette, Kevin demonstrated very different responses

to insfUction depending on the, setting--whether she was in the reading

. ,

grOup or.-at his seat. Thus, the same student looped very differentiwhen.

settings and tasks differed.

In the second vignette, two s udents revealed very diffrent,responses

in the same setting. One student demonstrated interest and involvement

in the discussion; the other did not.

The differences in student responses described hereare familiar 65

teachers. Some students will exhibit more attention, involvement,, and

initiative, and in some situations will ht- more successful'than other stud- .

ents. This concerns teachers, who knoW that learning, occurs only when a

student has produced some kind of active response to.the instruction, such

as paying attention, practicing a skill, or-using new information to solve

a problem. Teachery kilow that learning,is not a passive enterprise; learning

outcomes are dependent in part on what learners put into a potentially in-

. 46

'structive situation--whether air not they respond in ways that facilitate

learning.
.

Consider Kevin's morning. He probably learned much more during the

. reading group, where he was attentive, involved, and successful in prac-

. , .

.-
..

ticing new skills; than he learned from the written assignments, fot
,

,r'
'.

i , which.ge put forth,little effort. Simil'arly, Melanie probably 'gained

I.
'more from the group discussion than did Stacy, largely due to their,.

# .., '

,
differing actions during the discussion.

(

.
i

7 .

3Instructiod, as used here, refers to both fhOpresentatiorl of new. ,

information'anethe provision of.eplortunities topractice using. information.

or skills. . .
.

1

a
,

I
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Both of the teachers in these vignettes readily acknowledged

that students differed in their -responses, and recognized that
M

the students' responses were related to whatever benefits were obtained

4 from the instruction. In the case of Kevin's seatwork performance and
)

Stacy's lack of involvement, they also readily agreed that the student

responses were not desirable.

When asked how they explained the differences in the students'

responses, the two teachers answered-in terms of motivation or work habits:

Kevin only works when the.teacher is right there. He just

doesn't have any,independent work habits. You have to stay

right on top of him and I can't do that and teach reading
at the same time.

.Stacy lacks listening skills and has no interest in partici-

pating, sd she doesn't. Melanie, on the other hand, seems to
have a real love of learning and 'desire to have her say and,

hear what others say.

The point of view adopted in this article is that such explanations

may be intuitively sensible as summaries of past performance, but they

are not very helpful'as teachers try to, improve a student's responses to ,

instruction. niesp kinds of explanations alludeto supposedly stable

patterns of motivation. and work skills that are intrinsic to the child

and therefore can be changed only by the child.

TheresearchNreviewed below suggests that an alternative view of stu-

dent? responses to instruction is one that suggests some ways to

analyze instruction and its immeiiate effects on students' responses. This

perspective recognizes that There are some individul-student differences

hat the teacher'cannot change, but it emphasizeS that the teacher can

, .
influence immediate student responses a great deal and,shouldconsider ,

.

these as importapt,i short-term indications of instructional effectiveness.
4 . ,

7
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As such, student responses are signals for the tea'cher that .inform decisions
.

to continue or to modify ongoing instruction.

Student Res onses: Research and Su estions for Teachers_'

Attention to Tasks Agr
-

The short-term student respon-se'titat has beerT studied the most is

j

attention to task (afso termed engagement and on-task behavioi). Several

studies have related student attention or tive-xn-task to achievement

gains (eig., see Cobb, 1972 Denham &- Lieberman, 1980; libge & Luce, 1979;

r '..4N -

Hops & Cobb; 1974; Rosenshine & Berliner, 1978; Sdmudis & Turnu;e,(1974). But

1

',, .

what determines why and when a student will pay.at4tention to a learning

activfty? Student characteristics certainly play,a
4

role; higher-achieving'
.,-- Z.

J f r

students- stay on-task more often than lower-achieving students (Good Se
4 sr

.

Beckerman, 1978).. '',Higher-AchieAing s'dents more often finish their work
,

`independently, and may'b'e off-task after that, while lower-achieving,

students more often delay c- ompletion of their work, rather than petaasting.
4

(Rusnoc'k & Br4n4er, Note 1; Smyth, Note ?).

However, it would be a mistake to assume that student-attentIon and

on-task behavior are primaritY due'to individual differences in students;

.

certain instructional characteristics haye also been linked to Student

'involvement and attention. This,research Zuggests'to teachers some ways

o

that they may analyie their instruction and modify it to create settings

and tasks in which student attention is more likely-to be maintained.

Ttien the instructor elicits'active partitipation'in the learning

activity, attentiew0s usually hi fret. For example, McKenzie and Henry,

(1979) found higher tt,e6of on-task behavior during S' group lesson when

1

S

4-J
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all students gave.an overt, nonverbal response to each question (pointing

to individual desk maps), compared to rates in a class in which an individ-

dual student answered a question publicly at a large map. Although the
.

1,.. .

lesson was directed to !alarge group, provision was madefor all students

to respond frequently.and to compare - ,their individual answers to the'one given

publicly. One explanation for.these results is that children, especially

younger children in primary grades, can sustain involvement more easily,

when they are required to give active, individual responses than when the

teacher expects only "mental monitoring."

A strategy similar to Mackenzie and Henry's might be used in group

lessons by using individual chalkboards or slates while one student writes

Oft
spelling wkds at the board, and by individuals working an arithmetic

problem at their seats while other students work ,at the board. Through

such methods,
./

each student's attention is focused on the task at hand and

'they,teachei can ,see who is understanding the lesson as it proceeds.

$

',Teachers' strategies for selecting students during discussions will
4

re-- ,-
also ink u

, zrtt.
only voluntOOS are called upon, other students may tune out, as Stacy

r01.

ttentiveness and-active participation in the lesson. When

did in the second vignette given aboNiN However, if all students' con-

--

tributiots are regularly solid ,and required,' attentiveness may be greater.

Other characteristics of leSsons that influence student attention are

the "sigdalsystems? inherent in instructional activities (Kounin & Doyle,

1975; Kounin & Gump, 1974;, Kounin & Sherman, 1979). Signal systems are

the arragnements'of.settings or the procedures within tasks that have the

capacity tO'vlicit and sustain participation. Kounin and his colleagues

.

.have identified three dimensions of signal systems that are associated

'
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the arrangements of settings or the procedures within tasks that have the

capacity to.elicit and sustain participation. KoOnin and his colleagueg

have ifilentified three dimensions.of signal systems that are associated
.e

e. .

With student involvement: continuity of signal emission (e.g., a Min is
.

(tontinuoug, but a child's show-and-tell story may lose momentum and be

.41,

diScontinuous); insulation (e.g., protectionfrom distraction is afforded,
. -

. . A. .

by the self-perpetuating nature of an activity, such as absorption in an

.
'0

.
. . .

engrossihg book);, and intrusiveness (e.g., the potential.forlpaterkals

` ,= . ,.
.

. ,

' to stimulate inappropriate behaviors; instruments and movement games
-

.

.
.

. .

' May "overstimulate" children so that the original purtpse.of the lesson

dst).

i"

,Kounin and his associates found that students exhibited higher levels

Cs

of 4ttentiveness'in lessons characterized by a higher degree of continuity,

greater insulation, and/or less intrusiveness. Consider how Kevin attended

to the activities in the reading group compared top his seatwork. The teacher

quickly paced the reading group and presented questions at a level %that

Kevin could answer. These-'two-factors-probably contributed to signiea,

continuity, leaving few gaps in.the'lgsson for Kevin. (Gaps could-arlse_
P.

from long delays between questions,. dr from qbestiOns at so difficult a

A.
level that Kevin could not thIA them through.) The teacher's control of

the lesson (throUgh_phcing pd pelection of respondents) and successful

managemerik of:"thp,rest of 'the class created an insulated less8n, and

activitles were chosen that did w/ get out of hand, insuring low intrus-,

%.

iy,ehess. Byrcontrast, in the seatwork setting, signal contin was much

lower. Kevin had td assumemore control of his own attentiveness in order

to complete the task, but did not do so successfully. .This can be related

o

14
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to,, the lack of insulation built i 63 the assignment (i.e., nothing about

the assignment shielded.Kevid from possible distraction).

There appear to be indicidual differences amOng.studentsein the

degree to which they can cope -with discontinuity and close the gaps

/-1* tureen signals, in order-to persist in'an activity or fit together seem-

ing arate:pieces of inf, rmation.. Similarly, there are differences-
:

in stude ability to create mental insulation
t)

for themselves and to

ignore intrusive-aspects of tasks.' Four' some students, continuity, insu-

lation, and protection from intrusiveness will need to be supplied to some

degree, either through the task itself or through frequent teacher monitor-,.

ing and/or control of kessonpace.

For example, instead of having distractible students perEOrm written

work at their seats for long.periods of time (where they are -surrounded

'by'their peers and other stimuli), a teacher may alternate written

assi ents with activities, Of greater signal continuity (e.g., listening

center e ercises,-flashcard-drills with another Tturlent' who will maintain
0

a task-driented attitude). The tear may .1);yide a more insulated work'

envinonment for4riatientive students by repositioning them, although this

can backfirelin ihOme Unfortunate ways, especially if it means the student

is out of, the mainstreaelpf some classroom activities. The intrusiveness

of activities may be controlled by limiting the physical objects available ,

to. Children. ,(This is exactly what tany teachers do,when they require
4

students to cfeai their desks before important instructions are given.)

adoc..f.

1.

Thus, for
v.

children like,Kevin, who only demonstrated good work
.

. .

habits under conditions of high continuity and insulation and low

Intrusiveness,. the solution is not to hope.fhat Kevin -matures ,.Qr
-

gets serious about working. Instead, the research.on signal' systems
/.

15.



suggests that his teachers need to structure the 6sksliven'him so that

better able to pay attention and gain the concep and skills

necessary for academic progress.

Although research has demonstrated that these characteristics

.12

of lessons are associated with attention, little systematic research has -

been done to specify how lessons may be made more or less continuous, insu-

lated,andintrusive. In particular, little work has been done on the

analysis of independent seatwork, even though elementary students spend

a large portion of their school day performing such work, and attention

levels tend to be lower in seatwork than in teacher-led lessons (Rosen:-

shine,1979)1 One might hypothesize that some kinds of written tasks, such

as handwriting practice copied from the board, phonics worksheets, or

arithmetic problems, where each item on a'page is performed independently

of the others, provide less signal continuity than assignments like dot-
,

to-dot puzzles or other game-like activities; where each step in a

sequence.tiiggers the next. Resbarch is needed to test such hypotheses

and determine ways that written assignments can be analyzed for their

attention-directing properties.

Research done on classroom managemg:.0
6.

Illieuggess ways that teachers'

behaviors can influenCe student attention; tounin (1970) identified

several important ways that ueachers create and maintain an atmosphere

if which gtudents are likely. to attend. Sliilarlywork-by-Anderscin,

Evertstin,- and Emmer.(1980) and Emmer,' Everesonfand-Anderson (1980)

suggests ways.tliat teachers instruct studentsin important going -to-A

school behaviorip, incluaing-whenand how: to attend to the teacher.

Good and BioPhy (1978)° also summarize principles of management that help

teachers establish and maintain orderly classrooms.
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All of the research revietged above suggests ways that teachers may

13

organize their rooms and their fesdons -to elicit greater attention from
4

students. However, it must be kepi in mind that the appearance of atten-

tion does not necessarily indicate that active learning, is taking place,

y.

although attention is a precursei for %learning from, instruction, and there-

fore an important signal for teachers. The next three categories of student

responses may suggest when student have 'gone beyond the appearance of

attention to engage in learning activities'In meaningful ways.

itudent Initiative in Seeking Help

There have been several studies in which student'initiation of works
o

contacts with teachers was related to achievement in basic skills (see a

-review in hogele Luce 1979). Clearly, learning is most efficient

when a learner can identify points at which astistance 'or feedback is needed
. -..

and then `seek them. The willingness to initiate contact.andlle skill
.. .

to do so appropriately are important student responses thatTa*e learning

more likely..

However,-some students lack either tht desire or the skills to iden-

tify gaps in their understanding and/or to seek the teacher's assistance.

These students' responses may indicate an attitude of passivity; they go

through the thotions that they think will result in correct answers and

completian.of an assignment, without actively attempting to understand

---,-
content. Holt's (196k distinction between students who employ producer

,,__(an4Wer-oiiented)-strategies

.

versus thinker strategies is Useful here.
.....__ __

He describes ways in which some students avoid active information processing,
40W

bUt,deVeiop face- saving gambits to -make failure, more acceptable.
\

There has been less'iesearch on how teachers can affect student ini-

tiative than has been done on attentiyeness. Research oft differential teacher

1
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treatment of high and low achievers suggests that some teachers may he prey :

to expectancy effects and actualliodiscourage student-initiated Contacts

by lower-achieving_students, in an effort to gain more control over the

timing and nature of their contacts with these students, who may interrupt

at inconvenient times (Cooper 1979). Other research suggests that teachers

who are more effective overall adjust for students' failure to initiate

contacts by systematically monitoring and checking on students while they

are Working in order to catch-problems that the students have not become

aware,of or have not brought to the teacher's attention (Brophy &

Evertson 1976).,

Softie classroom research suggests hypotheses about kinds of teacher

behaviors that are likely to encourage initiative. Research on classroom

management has shqwn that teachers who were very specific about desired
4 .

student beavior were more successful in attaining their goals (Anderson

et al41980; Emmer. et al.,1980). This suggests that teachers who specify

ways in- which students.can and should demonstrate initiative will encourage

this behavior on the part of their students. For example, teachers canteachers

clearly indicate and specify points at which stuants can use certain aids

to help them finish a task, such as getting a set of counting beads while

doing arithmetic, or checking pasted words to help with spelling (e.g.,

seasonal words, colOr names). -Teachers may develop forms of assignments

that encourage.andeven require student initiative, such as clearly indi-

cating ,points at which a student- should check answers or talk with the

teacher or aide aboUt something befote proceeding further.

Teachers can communicate-o students through their own actions and

statements that it is "smart" to seek help when you need it and to recog-
.

nize what you don't know. , As noted 'earlier, eachersIsometimes respond

1



to contacts initiated by students in ways that discourage further contacts,

.especially when the timing or content is inappiopriate (Cooper, 1979).

Teachers' refusal of such contacts ip understandable in one sense, beCauSe _

a teacher cannot respond fully, to every student initiative, or the momentum

-r-
and management of the class would be lost. However, frequent rejection

a-student4-Inappropriate-Initiatives may reinforce the student'sfft

attitude that "hOthiring _tfteAratly,t :not, _worthwhile: Teachers- need

to clearly communica t dents that "seeking
_ hellk-5-7-,t1$14--..ccOdusion

--

is acceptable and desirabl- e and they should set up mechanisms whereby

dents can obtain assistance in appropriate ways. Setting aside re;ular

times for review of work with individual students may hjteto accompliih

this, when combined with clear feedback,to the students: "It shows me

that you'A thinking when you ask questions like that."

Success on Daily Assignments

Not surprisingly, Pupils'success on daily classroom tasks has been

positively related to their long-term achievement (Andeison, Evertson,

Brophy, f979; Fisher, et al., Note 3). Learning is enhanced when new

information -is acquired steadily but gradually, with Plenty...of practice,

'until the skills are overlearned and automaUc, which requires that most
Z17

tasks be performed at a fairly hig h level of success, especially in the

basic skills.

Success is influenced, of course, by how well mat ched tAassignment
0

is"to the student's abilities. Many persons have andresied this bdsic

quesifbn of curriculum design; the teacher mist assess both the nature of

the knowledge or skills being taught sand the prerequisite 'darning of the

student. A thoroughdiecussion of these issues is outside the scope of

this paper.; however., there are several Other instructional strategies that
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tare independent of the Initial task difficulty but that influence level of

success by increasing teacher awareness of the student's responses to the

instruction., As discussed-above, any teacher behavior or instructional

characteristic that increases attention to a task a that increases initi-

.

ative to seek clarification-is also likely to :contribute to successful ,s

performance: A studedt is more likely to do on assigned work fr(s)he

has 'first attended to the directions and then has sought assistance if

. 4fer
confused.

Other ways in which teachers can influence student success on given

assignments are monitoring work in progress and prqiiding ,feedback as soon

as possible. If a child makes an error,balt does not realize it and is not-

informed about that error, it may affect performance on the remainder of

the task, resulting. in the practice of errors rather than the practice

of desired skills. Far example, consider the case of a child who does'

not understand the basic concept of subtraction, but thinks he knows how"

st to do itkand uses an incorrect, approach. He works Alone for 2&

minutes, at' which:time his paper goes into a basket and is not seen by' -

the teacher until dater in the day. While completing his paper,.however,

he becomes very good at his inappropriate strategy.

If there are frequent interactions with the teacher, aide,'or another

helper while practicing skills, feedbatk occurs very soon after perform.,

ance, so that the practice is more likely to be beneficial. When feed-

/

' back-is delayed, instead, it may be much less salient to the child when.

',it is given and not meaningfully connected to the thinking done eariier.c

:Delayed feedback may be more of a problem for some students than others,

especially those who lad( the independent work skills necessarylto check

their own work as they.go along(perhapsbecauae they do not understand

)

0
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"1,

the releliant concepts involved). Research on teaching'effectiveness.

see, for exgMple, Brophy & Evertson, 1976) and on effective classroom

management (Anderson et al.,.19804 Emmer et al., 1980) suggests that more

)4,1

effective teachers are indeed more likely to prol7ride freqUent monitoring ,

, .

and immediate feedback to their students while they Are working.
,

--In order to accomplish monitoring and feedback, teachers'can incor-

porate into classroom activities times for checking students'
r

prpgtesb;'and
.

,k
. . -

thus can speak regularly with students who do not initiate contacts when

. . . t , 0

they nee,v d help t; continue their work (perhaps because they do,not realize
__,......

their errors )'. This checking may be done by circulating through the

room between major teaching activities, such as reading groups, rather

than waiting until the end of the morning to examine-student ' work.

- %

Some
%

me teacheig combine P atrouble-shooter" .checking with formal

4

checking time at the end of each morning'or aftgrnoon. More frequent

,contacts with the teachei can be built into the tasks given.to the stui 4 ,

.
. , '.7 1 s

,

..
.

-
,, ' . _.',.

',. dents (e.g., clear indications tQ "see the "' at the'end of one Assignment):

A concrete example ot this principle of deliberately contacting ku- Alik.,

dentsto monitor their responses is provided in a model of math teaching

.
. z

`-'',,
-deyeliipedlby Good and Grouws -(1979) . They suggest a way to organize .N

. . .

e

large-group lessons so that presentation of new ennte is followed H
."- :

a brref period of practice during-which the. teacher delilierat y circu-

latesand gets feedback on the students'.: performance before, assigning

indepenaent,4Work. Thig'kind of efellberate soliciting of students'
.

.
,

respon es would be egpecially impolpnt at the beginning of a new skill;

r
.

.

stepswhen:students 40 'hot have.a firm grasp.br -the component steps and/or'
i

rN

do n t have-the skillsto 'recognize errors,.

I
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Student Understanding of How and Why to Do Classroom Work
77

The first three categories of student responses are behavioral. 'This
t.

NO.

fourth category requires attention to students' thought.S and beliefs; because

in many cases what students understand underlies observed'student beh?vior.'

-, For example,- if a person. believes that a task is worthwhile and understands'

clearly how to complete it, (s)he is mqrS likely to persist at-i-ecand

to monitor his/her progrels. perSon,lacTs this undrstanding,
f)

4.4:
(s)he may be'more likely to wander.offrtask. ,

Repearch ion student understanding of claestoom work' is sparse,

although many people are beginning to recognize this ast*n-,important area

to 'study and they are doing initial work (e.g., Doyle, f979a; Rohikenpei,
1/4-

Note 4; Weinstein & Middlestadt, 1979; Wirine & Marx,, Note 3). °9t can .t

.

,

be hypothesized important student behaviors in-the areas of Atied-:
*.

i
N tion, initiative, and successful performaipe may be related to understand- ___ _

i i
. .

.
---3

ing'ofllawand why students work. ,, , . I.

. ,
, ,,, .

There has been little research to date on teacher behaviors or instruc-

tional characteristics that are associated Intl' student understanding that

N .

. .

.
.

--.. support attentiveness, initiative, and successful performanca, Other class-
,.

ei

f4
.*

, ..

,

.

room research suggests that teachers.' communication of expeetationi fiti .

.

. i %

.

success and behavior would be an important factor (Brophy CGood, 1974).
' . .:.

Similarly, it can be hypothesized that teachers further students' understand-
,

ing when they are more explicit about, hi wIto do the work (enphasizing

conteptP that are important versus just giving th stednecessary to tom-

plete a worksheet). and.rasons for work (explainiffg how a piece of irk 'con-

. tAAbutes to important, learning versus emphasizing that work must be con-

pleted in order to avoid punishment). These are hypotheses that can be

tested in future studies in whilstudent understanding is'viewedas an

,

...,

important outcome of teaching. .

, -,

.

. .

, a
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dhe recent study suggests one way that teachers can he

develop understanding, of how to think about instruction. Winn Marx

is

19

(Note 5) found that in lessons in which teachers been more explicit 0

about the necessary cognitive strategieS (i.e., useful ways to. think

through the taskle students could more easily describe the strategy,

(which peesumably'would help them use .the strategy). In. othert lessons

where this information was not given explicitly, Students did not know

what cognitive strategies were expected by the te<ter. This suggests

that teachers should not_assume automAically that students know, for

-example, how-to study spelling words, how to check for arilthmeticnerrors,

or how to read or listen for certain information. LEJstudents are

expected to, carry out such cognitive strategies their own, teachers

should'first determine if students know how Ito approach-the task, and,

% . 4

if necessary, teacti,strateees'for accomplishing it.

Wien

.

monitoring student work and giving feedback on it, teachers

can gain valuable information about.students' understanding of.how and

why.eo do work by questioning them about how an answer was produced.

(e.g., "show me how you'got this answer" asked in a nonthreatening man-

ner). In t he case of errors, the student's explanation can provide clues

4

about thcauSe of the error. In the case of correct answers, students'

At

explanations of their thinking procesdes may reveal the extent to which

they understand-relevant concepts versug'the ext4en1 td which they are

applyin -rules without derstandinto

Aiiother revealing question to ask students about theiryork is,

"What are'yOu learning'when yoti do this assignment?" Answers may reveal

students' understanding of the-purpose of the work, which may influence

. their attentivenesp, involvement, and initiatives to clarify confusing

points. Elementary children, especially younger ones, have not had

v.

23"
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enough experience to relate short-term assignments to long-term goals

: 20

. (e.g., a first grader will understand how a phonics worksheet will

help.him/her become a bett r reader by the end of the year). Thus, their

understanding orpurposes of work may differ greatly from the teacher's

understanding, and that may affect the way the students approach,work.

$

,Certainly, time constraints prohibit teachers from questioning stu-
,

dents about,every assignment,, bU doing so occasionally can provide, rich

information for the teacher about hidden student "responses. An adds-
.

tional

a-

benefitomay be that students begin to'think about their own think= '

ing processes
4 more, and .this may contribute to iMprovemehts in their own

ei

yield insights into the role of students' thoughts about work. This re-

self-monitoring of school work. This relationship is only hypothesized

at present, but current research on student understanding promtses to

4

searcli should provide teachers with prodbcnive ways of thinking about

students' understanding. and Ft can suggest sttategieS for insuring that

desired coghitive responses to instruction are occurring.

Conclusion

-Research on student responses to instruction has provided teachers

with useful concepts for thinking about'deir instruction and its imme ate

effects on students. The perspective presented in this.artigle emphasize

that what students do with instruction, hotw_they actively respond to it,

will determine what is learned. However, this premise does not imply that,

teachers have no effect on student' responses; on the contrary, it implies

that teachers must remain awar&of student responses and attempt to

1
art

luence them by.the Ways that instruction is organized and conducted.

iblity

is stance is not a denial that students should assumesome respons-

their own learning whenever possible. ,However, it recognizes

9,
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thaiSome students (specially lower achievers) will not produce desired-
,

responses unless a teacher helps in some of the ways described in this

article, 4

Most of the s g- suggested here for teachers reflect two important

principles. First, teachers must remain aware of student responses by.creatLe
A 1.

ing wofk contacts with all students 'frequently, on,a regular basis, in order,

to gain informationabOut students: responses through observa.tiOn and question-
_

ing. The second principle reflected in many of the suggestions is that
.

, .

- teachers can help students Zearn hot4 to respond to instruction 5Y arranging

the classroom erlponment to make attention and initiative more likely and

by specifically teacling students how and When_ro attend.,' seek help, and

0
'apply,cartaIn strategies for understanding instruction and performing work.

K 4

r?
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